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Feedback must help pupils to improve

Feedback must be useful to teachers

The benefits must outweigh the costs
 

P R I N C I P L E S

 

 



The
Exercise
Book's
Purpose

Pupils record rigorous and mathematically sound
models in their book which have been
demonstrated by their teacher.

TO MODEL

Pupils use their exercise book to practise the skills
and concepts that are being explored within
lessons.

TO PRACTISE

Pupils use the back of their book to catalogue
the various skills checks that they undertake
throughout a year. This should show areas they
are struggling to remember and feeback they
have recived to address this. 

TO RECORD



PRESENTATION
STUCK IN THE INSIDE FRONT COVER OF BOOKS 

All pupils have a copy of the image to the right stuck on the inside front
cover of their book. This document clearly outlines the presentation
expectations when pupils are working in their books. As well as the
expectations there is a clear model of what pupil books should look
like.

 



How we give feedback
in Maths

FEEDBACK EVERY

LESSON

Teachers give feedback every lesson,
to individual pupils or to the whole
class. Teachers circulate and monitor
presentation of pupil work regularly. 

MARKING

All homework and class work to be
self-marked (in purple pen), teacher
to check completion and quality
regularly.

CHECKING PUPIL

UNDERSTANDING 

We take advantage of opportunities
to assess pupils understanding - quick
quizzes, whiteboards, for instance.
Regular low-stakes testing helps them
to remember what they’ve learnt, and
helps us to see what they can
remember.

ASSESSMENTS

All assessments are marked by the
teacher. Pupils receive whole class
feedback and correct their answers
accordingly.



Please see the image in the subsequent
slides which show examples of excellent

presentation in pupil exercise books, teacher
models, as well as pupils acting on feedback

they have received (in purple pen). 

EXAMPLES OF PUPIL
WORK










